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The Handbook of Patient Safety Compliance is a guide for all health care organizations and their leaders on how to take needed critical steps in improving the quality of care by reducing the risk of harm within their institutions. The book is filled with the most current information on the laws and regulations, initiatives, effective analysis, error reduction, standards of care, data, claims, disclosure, human research, confidentiality, and compliance in the area of patient safety.    

Written for virtually every professional and leader in the health care field, as well as students who are preparing for careers in health services delivery, this book presents a framework for developing a patient safety program, shows how best to examine events that do occur, and reveals how to ensure that appropriate corrective and preventative actions are reviewed for effectiveness. The book covers a comprehensive selection of topics including    

	The link between patient safety and legal and regulatory compliance
	The role of accreditation and standard-setting organizations in patient safety
	Failure modes and effect analysis
	Voluntary and regulatory oversight of medical error
	Evidence-based outcomes and standards of care
	Creation and preservation of reports, data, and device evidence in medical error situations
	Claims management when dealing with patient safety events
	Full disclosure
	Patient safety in human research
	Managing confidentiality in the face of litigation
	Managing patient safety compliance through accountability-based credentialing for health care professionals
	Planning for the future


The Handbook of Patient Safety Compliance includes strategies, tips, suggestions, tools, and sample documentation.     

       About the Author


   Fay A. Rozovsky, J.D., M.P.H., is an attorney and experienced risk management professional. An associate clinical professor in the Department of Legal Medicine at Virginia Commonwealth University School of Medicine in Richmond, Virginia and an adjunct associate professor of Medical Humanities at the University of Rochester School of Medicine and Dentistry. Ms. Rozovsky is an active member of the JCAHO Professional Technical Advisory Committee for Hospitals.   

   James R. Woods, Jr., MD is the Henry A. Thiede Professor and Chair of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the University of Rochester School of Medicine, Rochester, NY. Dr. Woods has authored and co-authored over one hundred forty articles on maternal-fetal medicine, maternal drug addiction, complications of pregnancy and clinical research. His book publications include Pregnancy Loss, Medical Therapeutics and Practical Considerations, and Loss in Pregnancy or in the Newborn Period. Dr. Woods has lectured extensively on loss and grief in the medical setting. He has pioneered strategies for transforming some of the most challenging clinical interactions with patients after adverse outcomes into extraordinary opportunities for compassionate connection between clinicians and their patients and family members.       
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Handbook of Marine Fisheries Conservation and ManagementOxford University Press, 2010

	This handbook is the most comprehensive and interdisciplinary work on marine conservation and fisheries management ever compiled. It is the first to bridge fisheries and marine conservation issues. Its innovative ideas, detailed case studies, and governance framework provide a global special perspective over time and treat problems in the...
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Innovating Analytics: How the Next Generation of Net Promoter Can Increase Sales and Drive Business ResultsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	How does a CEO, manager, or entrepreneur begin to sort out what defines and drives a good customer experience and how it can be measured and made actionable? If you know how well the customer experience is satisfying your customers and you know how to increase their satisfaction, you can then increase sales, return visits, recommendations,...
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Macs All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Welcome to the wonderful world of the Mac! Whether you’ve just decided to switch from Windows or you’ve been using a Mac for awhile and want to take advantage of all its bells and whistles, Macs All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies is the perfect guidebook to Mac land.
    You probably already know that Macs were made for...
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Euler as PhysicistSpringer, 2008
The subject of the book is the development of physics in the 18th century centred upon the fundamental contributions of Leonhard Euler to physics and mathematics.Classical mechanics will be reconstructed in terms of the program initiated by Euler in 1736 and its completion over the following decades until 1760.
It is of particular interest to...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Android Phones and TabletsVisual, 2013

	The fast and easy way for visual learners to get up to speed on Android


	Packed with step-by-step, image-driven guidance, this must-have Visual book offers the latest tips for getting the most out of your Android devices that run on the most recent versions of the Android OS. Through the use of clear, visual instruction, you...
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Agile Principles, Patterns, and Practices in C# (Robert C. Martin Series)Prentice Hall, 2006
With the award-winning book Agile Software Development: Principles, Patterns, and Practices, Robert C. Martin helped bring Agile principles to tens of thousands of Java and C++ programmers. Now .NET programmers have a definitive guide to agile methods with this completely updated volume from...
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